Abstract- In wireless data broadcasting, the data is promulgated widely to a tremendous number of users (clients) or mobile subscribers in which two major parameters are considered i.e., Access Time and Tuning Time to evaluate the performance of an indexing scheme of data broadcasting system. In this paper, different existing and popular indexing schemes has been summarized w.r.t energy efficiency depending majorly upon data structure, data type, broadcast channels and channel hopping. All indexing schemes are somewhat different from each other and therefore it is hard to compare and classify these indexing schemes w.r.t efficiency. This paper unveils the comparison between these indexing schemes in order to achieve the tradeoff between tuning time and access time while broadcasting the data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Boosted by the maturating of high-speed wireless network and personal mobile device technology, mobile computing has become a research area of rapidly emerging interest. Recently, 4G networks together with smart phones make mobile computing in a wide range possible. Consequently, more mobile users will constantly need to access public information (for instance, stock price, local points of interest, real-time traffic and weather information) through the wireless connection. However, due to the technical limitations of mobile computing (such as insufficient bandwidth and power supply), how to disseminate data efficiently in the mobile computing environment has become a challenging problem. Data broadcast is an attractive solution for this problem because of its scalability and flexibility [1][2].

A tradeoff between Tuning time and access time is essential to deal with this problem. Access time is the time elapsed from the moment an initial probe is made into the broadcast channel to the moment the desired data are acquired. This is the total time the clients must spend and is often used to evaluate the performance of the broadcast programs. Tuning time is the time spent by the clients listening to the broadcast channel. Indexing can significantly reduce tuning time by switching clients to turn into two modes i.e., doze mode and active mode so that the clients can operate well. When the clients are listening to the data items in the broadcast channel, the CPU must operate in the active mode, which is costly for power consumption. However, the clients can operate in the doze mode to save power consumption, when the requested data items have not arrived. By switching between active and doze modes, the power consumption of a mobile device is reduced significantly [1].

Indexing technologies and data/index allocation methods are the most effective methods to reduce the tuning time and access latency. In the former method, indices help to reduce the active time of a mobile device significantly and clients can follow the direction of indices, turn off during the waiting period and turn on again right before the desired datum appears. The later deals with the allocation of data and indices, the proper allocation method assigns relevant data items and indices as closely as possible and thus reduces the clients waiting time [2]. Indexing technologies are developing very fast during recent years and it is fair and square to choose the state of the art design for comparison. To overcome the aforesaid shortcomings, we are aiming at comparing the performance of various indexing techniques under all possible situations. To summarize, the communication environment varies from four aspects: broadcast environment, data structure, data type and channel hopping. Many works discussed efficient indexing schemes based on data structure which can be classified into three categories: hashing based indexing [3, 4] tree based indexing [5, 6] and table based indexing [7, 8]. Tree based indexing is a method that undergoes in different indexing techniques such as (1,m) Indexing, distributed indexing which are based on B+ tree and Alphabetic Huffman tree.

2. RELATED WORKS

A series of indexing schemes have been developed for wireless data broadcasting systems in order to reduce average searching time and tuning time. Wireless data broadcasting focuses on the design and analysis of various wireless networking
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environments that seek distributed, autonomous, robust and scalable algorithms for real world applications including optimization strategies, system architectures, indexing technologies in order to reduce access latency and tuning time. Imielinski et al. proposed (1, m) index [1] which broadcasts the index part m times in front of each fraction of the data file. They also customized distributed index [1] which divides the index tree such as B+ tree into replicated part and non – replicated part. B+ tree distributed index (BTD) was extended by many other researchers to satisfy different system requirements. Gao et al. [14] redesigned BTD and built a complete multi-channel broadcasting system with non-uniform data access probabilities an unequal data sizes. Huffman tree is a skewed index tree which takes into account the data access probabilities, where more popular data have a shorter path from the root of the tree, thus the average tuning time is minimized. [15]. A construction of Huffman tree [16] is similar to Huffman code construction, but it has a problem that the clients may fail to find desired data by traversing that Huffman tree. The other algorithm for constructing skewed Huffman tree has the same problem. There is another type of Huffman tree, Alphabetic Huffman tree [17] which serves as a binary search tree that is further extended to k-ary search tree [16] so that a tree node will fit in any size wireless packet by adjusting the fan out of the tree. Later, Zhong et al. [18] proposed an Alphabetic Huffman tree distributed indexing scheme which minimizes both average access latency and average tuning time and outperforms the B+ tree distributed indexing scheme. Yang et al. [6] uses Alphabetic Huffman tree data structure for indexing the data items that are associated with skewed access probabilities. Gao et al. [2] presented a global optimization for multi channel wireless data broadcast system with AH – Tree indexing scheme by providing three designs to improve the performance of the system that involves constructing an arbitrary k-ary AH Tree in O(t) by dynamic programming and improving the control table design which eliminates 50% redundant entries while searching. New index and data allocation algorithms w.r.t hopping cost has been introduced to further reduce the average access time and tuning time. Shi et al. [19] have thoroughly discussed the optimization problems in wireless data broadcasting. XML character based data is accessed and disseminated in On demand environment to improve the usability of wireless channel. In an On demand data broadcast environment, the server responds to requests (XPath queries) made by clients [22][23][24]. In (1,α(1,β)) indexing scheme, the inverted list of documents is used for indexing as an index tree which is replicated 1/β times of the size of inverted list because inverted list is replicated 1/α times of the database size, the index tree is replicated αβ times constituting an index tree, a fraction of the inverted list and a fraction of the data [26][27][28].

3. INDEXING BASED ON DATA STRUCTURE

3.1 B+ Tree Indexing

The first popular indexing scheme extended from disk based indexing is the B+ Tree. In case of single channel, the indices are organized in B+ Tree structure which is called as an Index Tree [29],[30]. Each index node has a number of pointers point to its child nodes. The pointers of the bottom level indices point at the actual data nodes. To find a specific broadcast data item, the search starts from top to bottom. The top level index node is searched first to determine which child node contains the data item. Then the same process will be performed on that node. This procedure continues and finally reaches the data item at the bottom. The sequence of the index nodes traversed is called the index path of the data item [1], [31].

![Figure 1. An example of a B+ Tree Indexing scheme](image-url)
the broadcast. But this result in space consumption due to index information which could have been used for the transmission of the data items [1],[29],[32].

3.2 Alphabetic Huffman Tree
Alphabetic Huffman Tree (AH – Tree) is an appropriate data structure to index data set with skewed access frequencies, which fits the feature of web based wireless data broadcast service to a massive number of mobile clients. AH – Tree has been considered a good choice among other tree based indexing (e.g., B+ Tree, Huffman Tree) because it overcome the shortcoming of bringing the longer tuning time on average. In typical AH – Tree, the higher the frequency of a data item, the shorter the path from root to the corresponding leaf index. Many literatures have studied AH – Tree index during the past two decades and a sample AH tree is depicted in figure 2.

In [17], Hu and Tucker first proposed a binary AH – Tree algorithm with time complexity O(n log n), where n is the size of data items which was based on a complex queue technology as well as cannot be directly extended to construct k – ary AH – Tree with arbitrary k. Later, Shivkumar et al. [33] extended to Hu – Tucker algorithm into k- ary AH – Tree and was the first to implement it as indices to broadcast environment. Nevertheless, they didn’t describe the algorithm clearly, only mentioned a skeleton of how to build a k – ary AH – Tree with lack of specification of internal node construction with k branches. This design gave time complexity up to O(n^3).

Similarly [31],[34],[35] discussed AH – Tree index for data broadcast problem respectively , none of them provided complete tree – construction process with time complexity analysis instead they gave simple explanation according to the description in [4]. Moreover, Researchers tended to modify the index tree into a distributed index sequence to improve the performance [12],[14],[35] which depends on the control table. Although, control table results in space overhead due to containing redundant information X.Gao et al. [6] proposed an efficient AH – tree construction with the help of dynamic programming. They gave an algorithm that can build arbitrary k – ary AH – Tree index with bounded tree height in O (kn^2) time which is modified into a distributed index sequence with control table design to further reduce the searching steps. A general and effective scheme was proposed by them to eliminate redundant entries in control tables to reduce the overall index packet length, which saved almost 50% of the storage.

3.3 Hashing
Hashing techniques store hashing parameters in data buckets without requiring separate index buckets or segments. Each data bucket consists of two parts: data part and control part. The former contains the actual data records and the latter contains control information used to guide clients to the right data bucket. The control part also consists of a hashing function and a shift value. The hashing function is used to map the key value of the broadcast data into a hashing value. Each bucket has a hashing value H assigned to it. Hashing function eliminates the need to broadcast index structure and hence shortens the broadcast cycle to much an extent which in turn results in reducing access latency. Although, it leads to the mechanism of collision [11],[26].

In the event of collision, the colliding data is inserted just after the bucket which has the same hashing value because of which the rest of the buckets will have to be shift. By shifting the data bucket is being out of place. The shift value in each bucket is used to find the right position of the corresponding data. It points to the first bucket containing the data with the right hashing value [11],[26],[29],[36].

Broadcast sequence of hashing technique is depicted in figure 3.

![Figure 2. An example of Alphabetic Huffman Tree](image-url)
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Figure 3. Broadcast sequence in hashing scheme

Over the period of time a couple of variations in the hashing techniques are evolved, each of them having an improvement over the basic hashing scheme; simple hashing scheme uses the primarily developed simple access method and a single hash function [37]. Imielinski et al. [11] presented two hashing protocols i.e., Hashing A and Hashing B. The former protocol calculates \( h(K) \) and then follows the shift value to find data, the latter one applied a minor modification of the hashing function to improve performance. It has been extended to Mhash by Yao et al.[9], which considers a two argument hash function \( H(k,l) \) to map each data to a number of slots, thus facilitates skewed access probabilities and reduces access latency i.e., it aims at reducing the tuning time by mapping the data items to the slots in the broadcasting by using a hole free hash function.

3.4 Signature Indexing

In signature indexing an index frame generated by a signature and data frames are interleaved on a wireless broadcast channel. The formation of signature is done by hashing each field of a record into a random bit string and then superimposing together all the bit strings into a record signature. The signature can be generated based on all attributes of data records in database. The number of collisions in a signature depends on how perfect the hashing function is and how many attributes a data record has. In signature indexing, collisions occur when two or more data records have the same signature value. Usually the more attributes each data record has, the more likely collisions will occur. Such collisions will translate into false drops. In false drop, clients download wrong data records but with matching signatures [38]. There are three signature algorithms based on their costs for access time and tuning time.

4. CLASSIFICATION OF VARIOUS INDEXING SCHEMES

Different indexing schemes have been compared in literature to achieve a better tradeoff between tuning time and access latency with respect to several factors and parameters. Every indexing scheme has its own advantages and disadvantages that lead to enhance performance but it is hard to say which indexing scheme is better. Also, it is not easy to achieve a truly fair comparison among different types of indexing schemes under various allocation scenarios and different broadcasting environment. Hybrid technique was proposed by M. Narvekar et al. [32] involving sparse index tree, hash table and signature indexing wherein sparse index tree has a hashing table at every node consisting of the addresses of the next nodes which facilitates quick retrieval of the address of the next node till it reaches the leaf node by reducing the tuning time.

In this paper, we have classified different indexing schemes based on four aspects and providing the comparisons of indexing based on data structures in all the possible situations by presenting an intuitive comparisons in the form of table, for the measurement criteria as follows (Table 1): access latency, tuning time, power conservation, indexing efficiency, space, flexibility, error resilience, correct response, ease of construction and searching, broadcast cycle and broadcast environment.
### Table 1. The comparison of different indexing schemes based on Data Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features</th>
<th>B+ Tree</th>
<th>Alphabetic Huffman Tree</th>
<th>Hashing</th>
<th>Signature Indexing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access latency</td>
<td>Minimal access time as compared to signature indexing</td>
<td>Excellent access time as compared to three of them</td>
<td>Use of non flat data broadcast reduces access time</td>
<td>Has high access time as it checks consecutive signatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuning time</td>
<td>Clients can do a quick search in the index tree to find out the arrival time of the desired data hence the tuning time is very minimal</td>
<td>Better in retrieving the desired data more efficiently than B+ Tree</td>
<td>Indexing broadcast Information using hashing functions reduces tuning time</td>
<td>Filtering efficiency heavily depends on the false drop probability leading to high tuning time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power consumption</td>
<td>Less power usage as compared to signature indexing</td>
<td>Less power consumption as compared to B+ Tree</td>
<td>Caching mechanism reduces power consumption</td>
<td>High access time is directly proportional to the high power consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indexing efficiency</td>
<td>Not as powerful as hashing in order to provide a balance between access latency and tuning time</td>
<td>Highly efficient with skewed data</td>
<td>Efficient to balance between access latency and tuning time</td>
<td>Usually proves to be efficient in hybrid architecture along with hashing or indexing techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Needs to hold a lot of index information in turn consuming large amount of space</td>
<td>Can be reduced by using control tables that eliminates redundant entries</td>
<td>Caching proves to be efficient in space handling</td>
<td>Efficient in space consumption as compared to B+ Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Flexible even where data sizes are different</td>
<td>Flexible enough to handle various data set features without any impractical assumptions</td>
<td>Not flexible as B+ Tree as it needs further modifications for different data sets</td>
<td>Not flexible as compared to three of them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error resilience</td>
<td>Sometimes resilient to link errors</td>
<td>Better resilient than B+ Tree to link Errors</td>
<td>Good error Resilient</td>
<td>Poor error resilient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct response</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Dynamic programming is needed for data selection in order to achieve correct response</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Sometimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of construction and searching</td>
<td>Easy to construct and performs well in Searching</td>
<td>Needs two stage construction process</td>
<td>May take some time for constructing the broadcast sequences</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast cycle</td>
<td>Has short broadcast with smaller index buckets</td>
<td>Has shorter broadcast cycle while allocating index due to channel hopping</td>
<td>Has short broadcast</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcast environment</td>
<td>Clustered</td>
<td>Non – clustered</td>
<td>Non – clustered</td>
<td>Clustered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we summarized indexing schemes based on different categories such as Broadcast environment: Single Channel and Multi channel, Data Structures that includes four popular indices i.e., B+ Tree, Alphabetic Huffman Tree, Hashing and Signature indexing, Data types mainly Character based data (XML Data) and Full Text Search and Channel hopping. We have compared channel hopping techniques also that helps in searching of the indices over multiple broadcast channels with index allocation techniques that consider hopping cost by using a technique Stripe that sequentially stripe index levels across
all the broadcast channels. We strive to study the performance of all channel hopping techniques in all possible situations but here we aimed at tuning time, hop count and ad on which hopping techniques depends.
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